Basic Navigation in Unified Classroom
Unified Classroom - Basic Navigation

Below, please see an example student dashboard in Unified Classroom with descriptions. Students can easily navigate the platform using these and the above-mentioned instructions.

Activity Feed & Messages
Calendar
Course Selector Menu
Notification Bell
Class Pages
Assignments
Activity Feed

Course Selector Menu: Select individual or groups of classes for view in on the Dashboard
Unified Classroom - Basic Navigation

**Activity Feed & Messages**

**Calendar**

**Course Selector Menu**

**Notification Bell**

**Class Pages**

**Assignments**

**Activity Feed**

**Course Selector Menu:** Select individual or groups of classes for view in on the Dashboard

**Class Pages:** Location for activities, resources and lessons created by teachers

**Progress/Assignments:** Easily navigate and locate Unified Classroom assignments

**Calendar:** Access to assignments, teacher created events and personal reminders

**Notification Bell:** Will alert students to many messages, assignments or activity feed posts from their teacher

**Activity Feed:** Class-wide messages posted by teachers that can be accessed on the student dashboard